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1. Introductory Statement

Goldsmiths has a rich heritage of the highest standards of research, teaching and practice. This finds academic expression in a remarkable range of original thinking and of innovative interdisciplinary collaborations. This heritage is reflected in our mission statement that commits to offer a transformative experience, generating knowledge and stimulating self-discovery through creative, radical and intellectually rigorous thinking and practice. Our Admissions Policy is underpinned by this mission and its strategic plan and all activities, policies and procedures are informed and motivated by its core values.

See our website for our Mission, Values and Strategy: www.gold.ac.uk/strategy.

In accordance with our Mission and core values we are committed to the principle of fair admissions and seek to operate recruitment, selection and admissions procedures that are transparent, reliable and inclusive. In addition, Goldsmiths recognises the importance of a positive ‘applicant experience’ (irrespective of an eventual outcome of an application) and this policy reflects the importance of the admissions (and pre-admissions) process in the broader student experience to which it is committed. This policy is therefore informed by recommendations made by the Schwartz Report into Higher Education Admissions (2004), together with guidance from the Quality Assurance Agency’s (QAA) Quality Code for HE.

Goldsmiths will at all times seek to operate procedures that are fair and are in accordance with the law of the United Kingdom and includes specific compliance with legislation relating to discrimination (e.g. the Equality Act 2010, Race Relations Amendment Act, Sex Discrimination and the Disability Discrimination Act etc.).

This document is intended to be publicly accessible, and sets out Goldsmiths’ overarching policy on the admission of students to undergraduate, postgraduate (taught and research) and professional training programmes (such as Postgraduate Certificates in Education [PGCEs]). It is intended to outline the processes that are followed in assessing applicants and to indicate where applicants can find guidance on the specific qualities, skills and knowledge that we look for on each of our programmes and act as a resource for applicants, parents, guardians and advisors as well as staff involved in the admissions process.

This document also provides information on the authority and responsibility of all those involved in the admissions process and provides links to supplementary policies and procedures that support the process.

2. Roles and responsibilities

Responsibility for the admissions process is shared between a number of teams and individuals in both Professional Services and academic departments. Principle among these are:

- The Admissions Office
- Academic Admissions Tutors
- Academic Heads of departments
- Strategic Planning and Projects Directorate

2.1 Ensuring consistency and implementation of policy

Goldsmiths is committed to the principle that a ‘fair admissions system should be professional in every respect and underpinned by appropriate institutional structures and processes’ (Schwartz, 2004). All those involved in the selection process are therefore required to adhere to Goldsmiths’ Admissions Policy, complete a compulsory training programme and annual refresher training, and will execute their responsibilities in a timely and professional manner.
The Admissions Office, in conjunction with academic departments, will provide ongoing training and will ensure those involved in admissions and selection processes are trained and have the authorisation to do so. Responsibility for ensuring consistency in the implementation of the Admissions Policy lies with the Admissions Office in conjunction with academic heads of departments and academic Admissions Tutors.

2.2 Informing, advising and guiding

We are committed to a pro-active approach to offering information, advice and guidance. Responsibility for ensuring clear, transparent and consistent communication of our programmes and their requirements on our website, published prospectuses and on external sites (such as UCAS) lies with the Student Recruitment department. In addition, all staff involved in the admissions process will be given sufficient training to support applicants and potential applicants in navigating and making use of this material.

We recognise the importance of face to face advice and the value of visiting a potential place of study. Goldsmiths therefore commits to attending regular recruitment events at which potential applicants can meet experienced and knowledgeable staff who are actively and regularly involved in the admissions and recruitment process and who can properly assist applicants in choosing a place of study. In addition, Goldsmiths will arrange regular events on its own campus and will include Open Days, Applicant Days and Campus Tours which are published on our website.

The International Recruitment and Student Mobility team works with a network of agents in key recruitment markets. They are subject to vetting, references and interview prior to being appointed, and contractually obliged to take part in a training schedule throughout the recruitment cycle. Contracts are maintained and reviewed by the International Recruitment Managers.

Responsibility for organising and coordinating on-site events and arranging attendance at off-site recruitment fairs lies with the Student Recruitment department. Responsibility for attending recruitment and outreach events (both on and off-site) lies with all staff involved in the application process with academic heads of departments ensuring their own department is adequately represented.

Full details on the information, advice and guidance activities undertaken by the Student Recruitment department, including details on Open Days, Campus Tours and Applicant Days can be found in our supplementary document *The Applicant Journey: Roles and Responsibilities*.

2.3 Setting entry requirements

Minimum entry requirements, both academic and non-academic (including competence in English language), for entry to Goldsmiths will be reviewed annually by Learning, Teaching & Enhancement Committee in advance of the publication of promotional material for the subsequent year’s intake. These entry requirements will reflect Goldsmiths’ commitment to ensuring fair access and assessing a student’s ability to succeed on their chosen programme of study while seeking to enrich the community of the institution with those who are best placed to contribute to its intellectual life.

In addition, requirements that reflect the qualities, skills and knowledge required for specific programmes (or groups of programmes) are determined by the academic Admissions Tutor and academic Heads of Departments in consultation with the Admissions Office.
Responsibility for monitoring requirements and ensuring that entry requirements assist in identifying those most able to succeed on a given programme lies with the academic Heads of Departments, the Admissions Tutor(s) and the Admissions Office.

2.4 Decision making

Goldsmiths is committed to providing a professional admissions operation in order to provide the best service to applicants. For this reason, we operate a centralised admissions process for a number of our undergraduate and postgraduate degree programmes. The consideration of individual applications for centralised programmes normally takes place in the Admissions Office, where specialist admissions staff review the application on the basis of achieved and predicted qualifications, alongside the personal statement, reference and other relevant information. Academic Admissions Tutors within the academic departments are responsible for agreeing the entry criteria and selection processes for each of their programmes of study alongside the Admissions Office. Where the applicant has non-standard qualifications or on occasions where the applicant narrowly misses the qualifications for the standard offer for a programme, the application may be referred to the Admissions Tutor for consideration.

Applications for specialist undergraduate and postgraduate programmes where selection is based upon a portfolio submission or audition, will be considered by the Academic department and Admissions Tutor.

The Admissions Office has sole responsibility for communicating any and all decisions to the applicant, either via UCAS or directly by letter or email.

Full details of our interview and selection process can be found in the supplementary procedure document: How We Make Decisions.

3. Review, implementation and monitoring

Responsibility for the institution’s Admissions Policy, its implementation, review and approval lies with the Associate Director of Student Recruitment, reporting to the Learning, Teaching and Enhancement Committee. The terms of reference of the committee include maintaining oversight of the admissions process across the institution, ensuring that it conforms to institutional guidelines, and to annually review the Admissions Policy and make recommendations as appropriate.

Responsibility for monitoring and ensuring the consistent implementation of the Admissions Policy lies with the Admissions Office in conjunction with academic departments and Admissions Tutors.

The Admissions Policy will be reviewed annually by the Admissions Office in consultation with academic departments and representatives from the student body. Amendments will be made according to recommendations to ensure a transparent, fair and consistent Admissions Process. The Admissions Policy will be approved annually by the Learning, Teaching and Enhancement Committee.

4. Related policies and procedure documents

The Admissions Office has a number of related policies and procedure documents to aid in the fair and transparent handling of all applications and to provide the best experience to our applicants. These include:
5. The application process

5.1 Information, advice and guidance

Goldsmiths is committed to the provision of high quality information, advice and guidance (IAG) on the institution, its programmes of study, and range of opportunities it offers. Such provision is essential in enabling prospective students to make informed decisions about what and where they study, and is therefore central to our commitment to offering a positive applicant and student experience. Furthermore, Goldsmiths is committed to providing information, advice and guidance that is attentive to the specific and diverse needs of individual student groups and that ensures the equality of educational opportunity and supports the recruitment of students from all backgrounds and experiences.

To this end, Goldsmiths’ recruitment and admissions functions offer a broad range of approaches through which they can assist prospective students in their transition to university.

Full details on the information, advice and guidance activities undertaken by the Recruitment team and Admissions Office, including details on Open Days, Campus Tours and Applicant Days can be found in our supplementary document The Applicant Journey: Roles and Responsibilities.

5.2 Application and assessment

5.2.1 Making an application

Applications to all full-time undergraduate degree programmes should be made via the Universities & Colleges Admissions Service (UCAS).

Applications for part-time undergraduate study are made directly to Goldsmiths using the MyGoldsmiths online application service.

Applications to postgraduate programmes are made directly to Goldsmiths using the MyGoldsmiths online application service (with the exception of postgraduate programmes in Social Work, which are made via UCAS).

Applications to the Postgraduate Certificate in Education (PGCE) and School Direct training programmes should be submitted via UCAS Teacher Training (UTT).

Only fully complete applications containing all requested information and (where required) supporting evidence will be considered. Incomplete applications may delay consideration or lead to the withdrawal of the application from the process.

5.2.2 Applications for multiple programmes
Both UCAS and MyGoldsmiths online application system allow for applicants to apply to multiple programmes concurrently. Goldsmiths welcomes applications for multiple programmes and commits to assess these on the basis of standard academic and non-academic selection criteria alone; the applicant’s decision to apply to more than one programme will never in itself inform a selection decision. It should be noted, however, that personal statements are considered carefully and an applicant’s commitment and rationale for a given programme will often prove significant in the selection process and for this reason applying to multiple programmes while retaining the same statement may impact upon a decision. Applicants who are unsure about their choices are always encouraged to contact the Admissions Office to discuss their options.

Goldsmiths does not permit applicants to firmly accept more than one offer. If an applicant receives more than one offer for an undergraduate programme they will be expected to identify their ‘firm’ or ‘insurance’ choice. For postgraduate programmes applicants will be expected to make one ‘firm’ reply, declining any other offers from Goldsmiths.

5.2.3 Applications for inbound exchange, Erasmus+ and Study Abroad

Applications for inbound students to study on undergraduate and postgraduate programmes at Goldsmiths are made directly to us. In some cases, this is made following the successful nomination from partner universities and organisations under the terms of inter-institutional agreements and contracts.

5.2.4 How applications are assessed

Decisions regarding admission to all programmes of study at Goldsmiths are made by fully trained, professional staff according to established entry criteria, applied uniformly and consistently, ensuring equal consideration of all applications received prior to any published deadlines.

Goldsmiths will normally attempt to make its decision and communicate this to the applicant within 28 days of receiving the application, although applications to popular programmes and applications received at busy periods may take longer to consider. In such circumstances or where interview, audition or a ‘gathered field’ approach to selection may delay a decision applicants will be kept notified.

Goldsmiths Admissions Policy is underpinned by our Mission and Values, which commit to achieving academic excellence, radical and innovative thinking as well as promoting access and diversity. Goldsmiths therefore seeks to admit students who will benefit from studying at the institution and who will enrich its community. We therefore endeavour to provide opportunities to all those with the potential to succeed at their chosen level of study.

Applications are ordinarily considered on the basis of previous or predicted academic achievement, but because we believe in treating applicants as individuals, admissions staff may look at a range of factors, both academic and non-academic, in assessing an applicant’s merit and potential. We will therefore also consider evidence of an applicant’s potential as indicated in the personal statement, and one academic or professional reference. Admissions staff will look for a range of factors, which may include: previous academic performance; prior experiential learning; current courses of study (including non-assessed courses); quality of written work (as evidenced in a personal statement or sample essays); and assessment by referees. In addition, some programmes may assess applicants on the basis of information not available on the application form, including interviews, an assessment of a portfolio, the submission of writing samples and/or a written test.
Our selection procedures are intended to provide opportunities to applicants and not present barriers to entry and for this reason we publish information, advice and guidance on many aspects of the application process (including on writing personal statements and attending interview) on our website: www.gold.ac.uk/apply.

We publish details of all entry requirements (including details of when a portfolio may be requested or interview offered) on our website.

5.2.5 Entry criteria, minimum requirements and typical offers

Minimum entry requirements, both academic and non-academic (including competence in English Language), for entry to Goldsmiths are reviewed each year by the Learning, Teaching and Enhancement Committee, and reflect our commitment to ensuring fair access.

In addition, requirements that reflect the qualities, skills and knowledge required for specific programmes (or groups of programmes) are determined by the academic Admissions Tutor and Head of Department in consultation with the Admissions Office.

Academic departments can set entry requirements that are higher than those set by Learning, Teaching & Enhancement Committee for general entry but not below, in consultation with the Admissions Office. The responsibility for monitoring requirements and ensuring entry requirements assist in identifying those most able to succeed on a given programme lies with the Head of Department and the Admissions Tutor(s), in consultation with the Head of Admissions.

In principle we consider any qualification at a suitable academic level (for undergraduate level this is identified as Level 3 or above in the National Qualifications Framework for England, Wales and Northern Ireland or its equivalent in the Scottish Credit and Qualifications Framework). We work closely with professional advisory bodies in order to determine the equivalency of other UK, European and international qualifications and publish details of equivalent entry requirements on our website.

Goldsmiths welcomes applications for postgraduate taught programmes from appropriately qualified applicants, having normally achieved at least a second class honours degree (or equivalent qualification).

Entry criteria for each programme will be published on the programme’s webpages and will include details of academic requirements (such as qualifications, including details of any preferred subjects), as well as details of any additional selection methods that might be used (for example, an interview, audition or the submission of a portfolio). Where appropriate additional guidance on non-academic requirements (such as advice on attending an interview or preparing a portfolio) will be made available via the programme’s webpages as well as on our general website, here: www.gold.ac.uk/schools-and-colleges.

‘Typical offers’ on our website, in our printed prospectuses and on the UCAS website are published in order to provide an indication of a normal offer range. While we will not ordinarily make an offer higher than that published we do recognise additional experiential learning and take account of an applicant’s individual circumstances and an actual offer may occasionally differ from that published.
5.2.6 English language proficiency

Applicants must be competent in English language. Applicants will be required to achieve one of a number of English language qualifications intended for academic purposes approved by Goldsmiths. The level required will be dependent on the programme of study to be undertaken, and will be published on the website. English Language certificates must be verifiable through an online service (e.g. IELTS) or else must be provided as an original certificate. English language certificates will not be accepted if they are more than two years old.

*Full details on how our English language proficiency requirements can be met can be found on our website:*

www.gold.ac.uk/apply/alternative-english-language-requirements

5.2.7 Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL)

RPL is a process that enables students to receive formal recognition for skills and knowledge already gained that have not been previously assessed or awarded credit. Goldsmiths welcomes applications (particularly from mature students) from those who may be eligible to be exempt from having to complete all modules of a programme in order to be awarded a degree where life skills can be used to demonstrate appropriate level of skill and knowledge. RPL allows students to have that learning assessed and included within their degree.

5.2.8 Applications for advanced standing and for entry into Year 2 or Year 3

Goldsmiths will consider applications on their individual merits for direct entry into the second year of certain undergraduate degree programmes, where applicants have completed, or are due to complete, a year (or more) of study on a relevant programme. We will not consider such applications for some programmes and this will be made clear in the relevant programme details on the website, in its prospectus or via the UCAS Entry Profile. Entry into the third year will usually only be considered in exceptional circumstances, unless there is an approved institutional articulation agreement in place. Further information can be found in our Student Transfer Policy (https://www.gold.ac.uk/transfer/).

Applicants to certain programmes may be able to apply for ‘advanced entry’ whereby compatible and relevant modules have already been completed at a different institution so an application is made to be exempt from doing particular modules within the degree applied for. These will be considered on a case-by-case basis.

Applicants are required to submit an application via the appropriate application method in order to be considered for either advanced standing or second/third year entry, and this must include the following information in order to assess suitability (if not already included within the application it should be sent under separate cover to the Admissions Office):

- A recent transcript outlining all modules, courses and assignments completed or being taken as part of the current programme of study
- A predicted grade / classification from a current tutor, preferably as part of a written academic reference
- A list of all academic and other relevant achievements to date
- A statement of intent, with reasons for requesting entry to Goldsmiths
Once this information has been received, Goldsmiths will endeavour to make a timely decision as to whether an offer of a place for advanced standing or second (or subsequent) year of entry can be made. Where courses or modules previously taken do not satisfactorily match the core components of the degree at Goldsmiths, an offer alternative offer such as into our first year may be made.

5.2.9 Contextualised admissions

We recognise that applicants have differing backgrounds and experience and that they do not all have an equal opportunity to demonstrate their potential. We aim to set academic achievement in context through the consideration of a range of factors. Where applicants are under the age of 25, Goldsmiths may use contextual information alongside applications in order to build up a full and rounded view of an applicant’s achievement and potential. This additional information is considered by admissions decision-makers alongside the UCAS form. No decisions will be made on the basis of this information alone and applicants must meet our standard academic criteria to be considered for entry.

5.2.10 Progression agreements and partner schools

As part of our commitment to widening access, Goldsmiths has entered into a number of progression agreements with local Further Education institutions and schools. In addition to this Goldsmiths also has agreements with a number of international institutions.

Further details can be found on our website: www.gold.ac.uk/schools-and-colleges

In addition, Goldsmiths offers a number of Integrated degrees that include a year of study at foundation level (HE Level 0) within the departments of Anthropology, Computing, English, History, Media, Communications and Cultural Studies and Psychology, leading to direct entry onto the first year of the corresponding Bachelor degree, providing that students have attained the required level of achievement for progression.

5.2.11 Realising Opportunities & Goldsmiths Progression Scheme

Goldsmiths is a partner institution in the Realising Opportunities (RO) project, a unique collaboration of leading universities who work together to promote fair access and social mobility of students from under-represented groups. The project aims to give targeted students the opportunity to participate in aspiration-raising and enrichment activities, increasing their ability to apply to and gain entry to leading institutions in the country, make informed choices about their higher education options and learn more about the benefits of studying at a world-class institution and develop skills required to be successful in a research-intensive university.

Goldsmiths Progression Scheme (GPS) is designed to give students from the local area a range of activities and experiences that will challenge them academically and support progression towards higher education.

Applicants who are part of the RO project or GPS and are eligible for an offer are entitled to an ‘alternative offer’, which will typically be lower than the published ‘typical offer’ for the chosen programme.
More details on the RO project can be found on our website: http://www.gold.ac.uk/schools-and-colleges/ro/

And on the RO website: www.realisingopportunities.ac.uk.

More details on the GPS can be found on our website: www.gold.ac.uk/gps

5.2.12 Interviews and auditions

Where applicants are to be interviewed, this requirement, as well as details on the conduct of the interview and any necessary preparation, will be clearly articulated in advance. Where programmes include interviews as part of their selection process this will be indicated on the relevant webpage. Goldsmiths will endeavour to provide applicants with at least 14 days’ notice of the interview date and will, where possible, offer alternative dates or types of interview (for example a telephone or Skype interview). Applicants will also be invited to provide details prior to the interview of any medical, special educational or cultural needs that should be taken into consideration.

In line with Goldsmiths’ commitment to operating an admissions process that is fair, transparent and inclusive we have produced an interview guide. This can be found on our website: www.gold.ac.uk/schools-and-colleges/interviews. Full details of our interview and selection process can be found in the supplementary procedure document: How We Make Decisions.

5.2.13 Portfolios and written work

Some programmes at Goldsmiths include the assessment of additional material as part of the selection process, for example the consideration of written work, a creative portfolio or a show-reel. Additional material may be requested as part of the initial application or requested at a later date following a short-listing process. Where the selection process includes the consideration of additional material this information will be published on the individual programme’s web-pages. In line with Goldsmiths’ commitment to operating an admissions process that is fair, transparent and inclusive we will, where possible, provide advice and guidance on how the material will be assessed, and how an applicant might choose to present their creative material.

Full details of our interview and selection process can be found in the supplementary procedure document: How We Make Decisions.

5.2.14 Admissions tests

For popular programmes admissions tests may be used as part of the selection process. Admissions tests will normally be written tests that are timed and unseen and may be either paper based or conducted online. Where an admissions test will form part of the selection process this will be indicated on the programme’s webpages. Admissions tests will normally be held at Goldsmiths and applicants will be formally invited by letter or email and will be provided with details on the format of the test along with any necessary preparation. We will endeavour to provide applicants with at least 14 days’ notice of the test date.

Full details of our selection process can be found in the supplementary procedure document: How We Make Decisions.
5.3 Decision making and offers

Decisions will normally be made and communicated to applicants within 28 days of receiving the application. In circumstances where interview, audition or a ‘gathered’ field approach to selection may delay a decision, applicants will be kept notified.

In some cases, where Goldsmiths is unable to make an offer for an applicant’s programme choice, an offer for an alternative programme may be made.

When successful, the conditions of an offer (if any) will be clearly communicated to the applicant, and where necessary will be supplemented with explanatory text. Any additional requirements of acceptance will be clearly communicated at the time of offer. Goldsmiths commits to setting conditions that are clear and achievable (based upon information provided in the application form), and to communicating these to the applicant within seven days of an initial offer being recorded with UCAS or the online application system.

Goldsmiths will operate a guaranteed unconditional offer scheme for some undergraduate applicants. This scheme will allow well qualified applicants the security of a guaranteed place at Goldsmiths no matter what their eventual grades. To be eligible the applicant must be predicted to exceed the normal offer requirement and have achieved highly in any previously achieved qualifications. Initially all applicants will be made a standard conditional offer, offer holders will then be selected according to academic eligibility criteria set by the relevant department. Selected offer holders will be informed that their offer will automatically be made unconditional if they firmly accept the offer from Goldsmiths. Applicants who are not eligible for the scheme may receive a guarantee that their place will be confirmed (made unconditional) if they achieve no more than one grade below the conditions of their offer and select Goldsmiths as their firm choice. Additionally, some applicants may receive immediate unconditional offers on the basis of interview or portfolio.

Full details of our interview and selection process can be found in the supplementary procedure document: How We Make Decisions.

5.4 Deposits and advance fee payments

International applicants from outside the EU will be required to pay an advance fee payment of to secure their place on the programme. Details of this will be emailed once an offer of a place is made. The deposit must be paid prior to the start of the visa process.

5.5 Meeting offer conditions, confirmation, clearing and adjustment

Goldsmiths will confirm an applicant’s place on a programme once they have met all the conditions set out in their offer. For postgraduate programmes (including PGCE’s), and for undergraduate programmes where applicants present qualifications other than A-levels (and any other qualifications published under the UCAS embargo), this will take place following the applicant’s submission of evidence that all conditions have been met including original qualification certificates where requested. For undergraduate programmes where applicants are taking A-levels confirmation will normally take place following the end of the UCAS embargo period, on A-level ‘results day’. Where results are embargoed no confirmation decision will be relayed to an applicant without confirmation that the applicant has received their results.

Undergraduate programmes that have the capacity to continue recruiting students following the confirmation of results may choose to enter Adjustment and Clearing.

More details on available programmes and the adjustment and clearing process can be found on our website: www.gold.ac.uk/clearing and on UCAS: www.ucas.com.
5.6 Deferred entry

Goldsmiths recognises the advantages that some undergraduate students can gain from a ‘gap year’, and therefore welcomes applications for admission for the following year. We also understand that an applicant’s personal circumstances may necessitate a change to his or her intended year of entry. Admissions staff will consider deferred applications using the same selection process as for applicants for the current year. We will normally only defer an offer of a place for one year. Applicants wishing to defer a place for a second year will be required to submit a new application. Postgraduate students wishing to defer a place should make the request to the Admissions Office who will confirm this with the relevant Admissions Tutor. Please note, Goldsmiths cannot guarantee the exact same programme content in the case of a deferred application. Applicants will be contacted to confirm that they have checked the most up-to-date programme information on our website and still wish to accept their place in the spring before they start. UCAS will only allow unconditional offer holders to defer their place so they must still meet the conditions of their offer to be able to defer their place.

5.7 Transition and enrolment

Goldsmiths has a comprehensive transition programme and offers information, advice and guidance in a wide range of formats, including letters, printed offer guides, email newsletters and web-based material. During the summer months we will send all successful applicants confirmation of their place on the programme, as well as enrolment information providing details concerning induction, enrolment and welcome week activities to help them settle in during the first few weeks of term. This information may be sent in hard copy or by email. The information will also be made available on the website: www.gold.ac.uk/welcome.

5.8 Bursaries and scholarships

Goldsmiths annually awards a number of scholarships based on academic merit and bursaries that recognize additional need. These awards are competitive and, in addition to the standard information provided in the application, will require students to submit supplementary evidence for consideration. The application process is managed online through the Goldsmiths online systems. Clear deadline dates are identified and communicated to applicants. Decisions on the awarding of these scholarships will be made by the Goldsmiths Scholarships and Bursary panels and academic department as appropriate. Goldsmiths aims to communicate decisions to successful recipients within fourteen days of the panel meeting. Decisions on the outcome of the process will be communicated to successful recipients within fourteen days of the panel meeting. Full details of the scholarships and bursaries available can be found on the website: www.gold.ac.uk/fees-funding.

5.9 Documentation verification and fraud

An offer of a place at Goldsmiths is made on the basis that the information provided both in the application form and any supplementary information is true and accurate. Where an applicant is suspected to have provided incorrect or false information, further details will be sought by the Admissions office. Full-time undergraduate applicants suspected of submitting, or found to have submitted, false information will be additionally referred to UCAS to be dealt with under UCAS regulations. In the case of international applicants, details may also be passed to United Kingdom Visas and Immigration.

Undergraduate applicants who have been identified by the UCAS Similarity Detection Service will be contacted by Goldsmiths and afforded the opportunity to explain any similarity in their application. At the discretion of the Admissions Officer and Admissions Tutor applicants may be invited to submit a new and original personal statement.
Applicants may be required to show hard copy original documentation of qualifications listed in the application upon which the decision to offer a place was made. In exceptional circumstances Goldsmiths may accept soft copies but this is at the discretion of the institution and only for programmes which are not regulated by professional bodies such as PGCEs and Social Work.

Goldsmiths reserves the right to withdraw an offer of a place and/or cancel an enrolment if fraud is discovered following an applicant receiving an offer.

6. Feedback on Applications

Goldsmiths recognises the need to respond to an applicant’s request for information as to why their application was deemed unsuccessful. The Admissions Office will provide feedback on an individual basis in response to receiving a formal request from the applicant within 28 days of the request.

Any applicants wishing to appeal against a decision in light of their feedback should refer to the complaints procedure. Further details can be found in the Goldsmiths Feedback, Appeals and Complaints (pre-enrolment) Policy.

7. Policies and Procedures specific to particular applicant groups

7.1 Applicants under the age of 18

Goldsmiths has a duty of care towards all its students and staff. In the case of students who are under the age of 18 years, this duty is enhanced, as such students are considered to be children in terms of UK law. In order to ensure that its duty of care towards such students is properly fulfilled, Goldsmiths recognises the importance of collecting and maintaining emergency contact information.

Goldsmiths full policy on the admission of students under the age of 18 can be found in the supplementary procedural document: Policy for the Admittance of Students under the Age of Eighteen policy: https://www.gold.ac.uk/governance/policies/.

7.2 Mature applicants

Goldsmiths is committed to life-long learning, and has a highly diverse student population, with almost half its students being classified as mature (over 21 for undergraduate study and over 25 for postgraduate study). While recognising the commitment and dedication that mature students bring to university life, Goldsmiths is aware that many mature students face additional challenges in balancing their studies with family or work commitments. The Student Services department offer a range of services that may be helpful, while tutors and other staff will endeavour to be flexible and understanding in order to allow mature students to maximise their opportunities while studying at Goldsmiths.

Mature students may not necessarily require the same formal academic qualifications as other applicants (although for some programmes such as PGCEs, entry requirements are in part determined by external bodies, e.g., the National College for Teaching & Leadership). For details on the recognition of prior learning please see section 5.2.7.

7.3 Care leavers and estranged students

Goldsmiths is committed to widening access to care leavers. We define a care leaver as a young person (aged 16-25) who has been in the care of local authorities for a period of 13 weeks or more. We also recognise kinship care – the care of children by relatives (including distant relatives) and family friends. We have pledged to give extra consideration to those students who self-identify as care leavers in their UCAS application. We will also contact all
7.4 Applicants with disabilities or specific learning needs

Goldsmiths welcomes applications from applicants with disabilities, which includes those with specific learning difficulties and long-term health conditions, and is committed to a policy that allows, as far as possible, for equality of opportunity and access to higher education. No discrimination on account of disability shall be shown against any person in determining whether or not they shall be admitted to Goldsmiths and we recognise the need, under the terms of the Equalities Act 2010, to make reasonable adjustments throughout the admissions process to accommodate the needs of any applicant who has declared a disability.

Applicants will be provided the opportunity throughout the admissions process to request reasonable adjustments, which can include, but are not limited to: additional time in admissions tests; an accessible interview space; the provision of a BSL interpreter at interview; and extra consideration of factors that may have impacted upon prior academic performance.

Goldsmiths welcomes visits from its applicants and encourages its students with disabilities to contact the Student Support Services (Disability) team at the earliest opportunity to discuss any requirements in more detail. We can also arrange tours of Goldsmiths with experienced staff to discuss access issues.

See www.gold.ac.uk/students/disability-support for further details

7.5 Applicants declaring criminal convictions

Goldsmiths admissions process aims to select students who have the ability and motivation to benefit from the programmes they intend to follow. It is however important that these aims are achieved without impact on the safety and well-being of other members of staff, students and other members of the Goldsmiths community and Goldsmiths has a duty to ensure the safety of its student and staff community.

Applicants applying for a programme which has fitness to train requirements (see https://www.gold.ac.uk/fitness-to-train/) will be asked to disclose all relevant convictions at the application stage. For these programmes, involving interaction with children and/or vulnerable adults, applicants must disclose all offences as no offence is ever considered spent other than those which are protected. Applicants with declared criminal convictions will be assessed in the first instance on the basis of standard academic and non-academic selection criteria. If it is recommended that an offer be made, further investigation of the relevance of the criminal conviction(s) will be carried out before the final decision is made. All other applicants who have accepted the offer of a place to study at Goldsmiths will be required to disclose any relevant unspent convictions during the online pre-enrolment stage which is usually from August onwards. Where a conviction has been declared, the Admissions Office will follow the process as detailed in the Criminal Declarations by Applicants Policy.

Applicants who require a UKVI visa to study in the UK, will be asked separately to declare any relevant convictions.
Goldsmiths seeks at all times to operate procedures that are fair and are in accordance with the law of the United Kingdom. Goldsmiths' Criminal Declarations by Applicants Policy (CDAP) establishes the process by which applications from individuals who have declared criminal declaration are handled by the institution and can be viewed on request to the Admissions Office.

7.6 International applicants

Goldsmiths welcomes applications from prospective students from outside of the UK. These students will be considered using the standard processes for application consideration. We will consider the equivalency of international qualifications using the UK NARIC framework and other information sources and full training is provided to Admissions Office staff in assessing qualification on equivalency. International applicants who have completed qualifications in a language other than English will have to prove their English language proficiency. Details for this can be found in section 5.2.6. of this policy. Many students will be subject to additional process requirements and minimum English language requirements as a result of immigration policies and procedures. All offers are made subject to meeting UKVI requirements to take up a place of study in the UK and Goldsmiths are legally required to follow these requirements.

7.7 Refugees and asylum seekers

Goldsmiths welcomes applications from those who have been granted refugee status or are in a ‘refugee like situation’ and understand that additional procedures will need to be followed where documentation is not available or available in a limited way. We will consider these applications on a case-by-case basis and further information can be obtained from the Admissions Policy and Fair Access Manager.

7.8 Applicants with a Trans* identity

Goldsmiths welcomes applications from students with a trans* identity or transgender history. For purposes of clarification, trans* is used in this policy as an umbrella term to encompass a number of diverse ways in which people personally experience their gender. Goldsmiths has both legal and moral responsibilities to ensure trans* applicants are effectively supported, during the application process, and to ensure that no discrimination on account of gender identity shall be shown against any person in determining whether or not they shall be admitted to Goldsmiths. The University recognises the right of every individual to choose whether to be open about their gender identity (and history) and when individuals disclose this information to the university, it will be treated with the utmost sensitivity.

Contact the Admissions Policy and Fair Access Manager for further details.

8. Changes to and discontinuation of programmes

Goldsmiths will strive to minimise any changes to programmes once applications begin to be processed for the next intake date. However, sometimes changes are unavoidable and in these circumstances the Admissions Office will notify applicants as soon as possible if there is a significant change to a programme of study after the receipt of application. Significant changes may include:

- Substantial changes to the content of the programme applied for;
- Changes regarding the status of the programme (e.g. validation by a professional or statutory body);
- Discontinuation of a programme of study.
Applicants will have the opportunity to withdraw from their acceptance if desired and to have any monies already paid to Goldsmiths refunded.

Further information can be found in the Admissions terms and conditions publication.

9. Appeals and complaints

Goldsmiths is committed to providing a fair and efficient admissions service, and encourages applicants to inform the institution of any difficulties encountered during the admissions process in order that procedures can be regularly reviewed and improved. It is hoped, therefore, that most queries and complaints can be resolved informally, but where this is not possible, applicants are advised to follow the complaints procedure outlined in the Feedback, Appeals and Complaints (pre-enrolment) Policy.

A complaint is defined as a statement of dissatisfaction with the manner in which an application has been handled in relation to the institution's admissions policies and procedures. The reasons for such a complaint will include administrative error, the behaviour of a member of Goldsmiths staff, the conduct of an interview (where applicable) or the result of a fee classification. Whilst we will routinely consider all complaints that relate to the administration of an application, we will not consider appeals based on dissatisfaction with the academic judgement underpinning a decision made on an application.

A complaint should be lodged in writing as close as possible to the point at which it arises and always within 14 days of the relevant activity.

Contact details for all Admissions staff can be found on our website:
http://www.gold.ac.uk/staffdirectory/